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ABOUT THIS REVISION GUIDE 
This revision guide is split into four main sections which cover the four Key Topics that Edexcel require students to know as they take 
the GCSE (9-1) History paper on Weimar and Nazi Germany (1918-39).  
 
Each section starts with the key knowledge that students need to learn. This knowledge is followed by review activities to help test 
that knowledge, then by exam style questions. 
 
The QR codes on the back of this revision booklet take students to example answers to these questions as well as a wide range of 
other interactive learning activities to help revise for Weimar and Nazi Germany (1918-39. 
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there was the Reichsrat, which was also elected and represented the German states. It had less power than the Reichstag, but it 
would also get a say on the laws that the Reichstag passed. 
 
Underpinning all of the Constitution was the electorate. The voting age was reduced from 25 to 21 and women were able to vote as 
well as men - a major step forward for women’s and suffrage rights. Elections used a system called proportional representation which 
was designed to be fair and to properly represent the wishes of the German people. 

Strengths of the Weimar Constitution 
The Weimar Republic was designed to be one of the most democratic systems in the world and this was an important strength of the 
Constitution. Democracy was ensured through several different methods. Firstly, there was universal suffrage, meaning anyone aged 
21 and over could vote. Secondly, when German citizens voted they did so under a system of proportional representation. If a party 
received at least 60,000 votes, they received one member or deputy in the Reichstag.  
 
The entire system was designed to spread power between the different parts of the government and make sure that no one part had 
too much power. The system borrowed from the democratic system used in the United States which had a system of “checks and 
balances”. 
 
The President chose the Chancellor based on the elections to the Reichstag. The President could also call elections to the Reichstag 
and he too was elected for a seven-year term. The Reichstag was powerful as it controlled money in the Weimar Republic, but the 
Reichsrat also voted on laws which meant that, if they did not agree, then they could slow down the passage of laws. This was an 
example of checks and balances.  

Weaknesses of the Weimar Constitution 
Proportional representation can also be argued as a significant weakness of the Constitution. It resulted in the formation of coalition 
governments often comprising many parties. This meant that there were often differing ideas about how Germany should be 
governed. When parties disagreed it often meant that the government collapsed, and they needed to have fresh elections. 
 
Another weakness was the increasingly frequent use of the emergency powers, established in the Constitution under Article 48. This 
enabled the President to rule by decree rather than consulting the Reichstag - the Chancellor would present laws to the President 
who would simply issue them. This power was often used in a time of crisis when swift and decisive government was needed. 
However, in practice, it was also used when the Reichstag couldn’t agree.  
 
Linked to the idea of emergency rule was revolts and rebellions. There were many rebellions and revolts against the government, 
including some supported by the political parties represented in the Reichstag such as the National Socialists. In a time of crisis, the 
Government used the armed forces and independent militias such as the Freikorps to suppress rebellion, which caused bad feeling 
to spread among those opposed to the Republic. 

Political Parties of the Weimar Republic 

 
 
Encouraged by the system of proportional representation there were many political parties in Weimar Republic. They represented all 
aspects of German society. The main political parties were:  
 
The Communist Party (KPD): on the extreme left of the political spectrum and drew its support mainly from the workers. They 
based their ideas on a communist revolution where the workers rise up against the ruling classes. This was the dream of German 
Communists such as Karl Liebknecht and Rosa Luxemburg.  They wanted to achieve something similar to the Russian Revolution of 
1917, when a Communist State was created. The Communist Party detested the Weimar Republic.  
 
The Social Democrats (SPD): the party of Ebert and largely responsible for creating the Weimar Republic. They were a party on the 
left, but not as left wing as the Communist Party. The party drew its support from the workers mainly and the middle classes. The 
Social Democrats supported the Weimar Republic that they had helped to create. 
 
The Centre Party (ZP): a moderate party which sat in the centre of the political spectrum. As with the Social Democrats, the Centre 
Party supported the Weimar Republic. The party was supported by conservatives and had arisen from the Catholic Church.  
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goods and raw materials. Another consequence was that the government collected less tax as unemployment rose and fewer people 
paid tax. To tackle this shortage of tax incomes, the government decided to print money, which further fuelled rising prices. 

Political Violence 
Throughout the period 1919-1923 there was significant political unrest in Weimar society, be that in the form of assassination, judicial 
bias or the creation of private armies, all of which caused political unrest in the Republic. 
 
Political parties created private armies to help defend their meetings and protect their leaders and members. These private armies 
were made up of former soldiers and often caused as much violence as they prevented, particularly against those they perceived as 
opponents. It was not uncommon for right wing paramilitary men to beat up communists and vice versa.  
 
There were also many assassinations of high-profile Weimar politicians. Walther Rathenau (Foreign Minister) was assassinated in 
1922 as were some members of the Council of People’s Representatives. In total during the period there were 376 assassinations or 
murders of mainly moderate or centrist politicians. When it came to convicting those responsible, left wing assassins were almost 
always convicted, whilst those on the right tended to get away with it. This judicial bias existed in the courts as many of the judge 
were right wing themselves. 

Hyperinflation 
The occupation of the Ruhr lead to significant shortages for goods and food, and as these were rationed prices rose. A general rise 
in prices is referred to as inflation. As a result of this, it meant that people had to spend more of their pay packets on essentials.  
 
The Weimar Republic was struggling with reparations payments and was receiving far less money from taxes than it had initially 
done (due to the rise in unemployment.) If people are unemployed it means that they are not earning and therefore not paying taxes. 
In order to resolve the problem, the government decided that printing the money it needed was the best solution.  The printing of 
money created further problems for the government. As more money was printed, it meant prices rose even quicker. This situation of 
rapidly increasing prices is known as hyperinflation. For example, the price of bread increased from 1 mark per loaf in 1919 to 
200,000 billion marks in 1923. 

Effects of Hyperinflation 
Falling Value of the Reichsmark: the more money that the government printed, the more the money became worthless. This meant 
that, when other countries exchanged their money to Reichsmarks, it wasn’t worth anything. As a result, imports to Germany fell and 
the shortages became worse. Germany could not import the goods it needed for survival.  
 
Daily Hardship: daily life became difficult for many. Hyperinflation created a situation whereby prices rose almost hour by hour. 
People were paid twice in a day and often had to take piles of money to the shops in wheelbarrows. Shopping stopped becoming 
about paying for goods with money but developed into an exchange economy whereby goods were swapped for each other, e.g. 
food for toiletries. Famous examples included people using bank notes as wallpaper, as this was cheaper than purchasing wallpaper. 
Children too were also given large piles of money to play with, some created kites or built towers out of the money. 
 
Savings: as money became worthless so too did people’s savings. For example, if you had saved 500 marks prior to hyperinflation, 
this amount did not increase as prices did. The value of these savings stayed at 500 marks. The destruction in the value of savings 
particularly hit the middle classes in Germany.  
 
Debts and Loans: there were some winners. Particularly anyone with debts who found that they were easily repayable as the value 
of these debts did not increase either.  

Review Activities 

1 Summarise the main effects of the Treaty of Versailles on 
Germany 

6 Who were the Freikorps? 

2 Who were Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht? 7 Describe in the events of the Kapp Putsch in 1920? 

3 Why did the Weimar Republic face challenges from the 
right? 

8 Why was the Ruhr invaded in 1923? 

4 Who were the main opponents of the Weimar Republic 
on the left? 

9 What were some of the consequences of the occupation 
of the Ruhr? 

5 What was the aim of the Spartacist League? 10 What were the effects of hyperinflation? 
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Working with Interpretations: 
Complete the table below to analyse how and why the interpretations may differ: 
 

Interpretation 1: 
The biggest problem in the creation of the Weimar Republic was the establishment of proportional representation as the method 
of electing the members of the Reichstag. This meant that the Reichstag would be filled with many smaller parties who would 
find it impossible to agree on the key aspects of government. Above all else this was the reason which brought about the 
problems associated with governing the Weimar Republic. 
  
Adapted from a book titled ‘Weimar: A political history’ written by B. K. Thompson, historian of political change in the 20th 
Century. 

Interpretation 2: 
The creation and wide spread use of emergency powers was the greatest challenge which faced the Republic. Too many 
Chancellors had to rely on this as a method to achieve their political aims. The use of emergency powers undermined democracy 
and the commitment to government of the people. It also caused people to despair at the ignoring of their wishes and allowed 
them to become very sceptical of democracy as a form of government. 
  
Extract from a book, by historian Maria Clegg, titled ‘The Inevitable Fall of Weimar Society’ 

 

How do they differ? Why do they differ? 

First Difference: 
  
  
  
Evidence from Interpretation 1: 
  
  
  
 
Evidence from Interpretation 2: 
  
  
  

  

Second Difference: 
  
  
  
Evidence from Interpretation 1: 
  
  
  
 
Evidence from Interpretation 2: 
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2.4 How Hitler became Chancellor (1932-33) 

German Presidential Election (1932) 
President Hindenburg stood for election in 1932 against a backdrop of economic crisis and rising political tensions. The Nazis put 
Hitler on the ballot paper to stand against Hindenburg. In the first round of voting Hindenburg achieved 49.6% of the votes - just short 
of the required 50% to be determined the winner (Hitler won 30%). So, the election was repeated, and the Nazis redoubled their 
efforts to win. Hitler toured the country giving speeches. Although Hindenburg was re-elected, Hitler saw his vote share increase by 
6%, proving that the Nazi party was growing its support quickly. 

Brüning’s Resignation 
Brüning had struggled to respond to the many economic challenges facing Germany, particularly with his policies towards 
unemployment benefits. Brüning resigned in May 1932 after losing the support of both the Reichstag and President Hindenburg. 

Von Papen’s Chancellorship 
Franz Von Papen was selected as Chancellor when Brüning resigned. The immediate problem which Von Papen faced was 
controlling the Nazis who were now a strong force in German politics. In an attempt to bring about stability Von Papen called 
elections in July 1932, however these elections descended into violence. The Nazis managed to increase their seats to 230 making 
them the largest party in the Reichstag. Following this success, Hitler wanted Hindenburg to appoint him Chancellor. However, 
Hindenburg hated Hitler (he referred to him as a ‘Bohemian Corporal’). Von Papen, instead of resigning, called further elections 
gambling that increasing support for the Nazis was temporary. In the November 1932 elections the Nazis saw their support fall, but 
Von Papen was still in trouble. The Nazis were still the largest party in the Reichstag, and Von Papen’s position became untenable. 
He was told to resign by Hindenburg. 

Schleicher’s Chancellorship 
Hindenburg did not want to appoint Hitler as 
Chancellor, so he chose Von Schleicher to 
replace von Papen. Von Schleicher’s 
chancellorship was short. He was appointed in 
December 1932. By January 1933 Hitler was 
Chancellor! Von Schleicher faced the same 
problems as von Papen - he did not have the 
support of the Reichstag so could not govern 
effectively. Instead of resigning, von Schleicher 
asked Hindenburg to appoint him as the head 
of a military dictatorship to run Germany with 
the help of the Army. Von Schleicher was 
sacked as Chancellor after von Papen 
persuaded Hindenburg to instead appoint Hitler 
as Chancellor with von Papen as Vice 
Chancellor. Von Papen thought that he could 
control Hitler. Hindenburg agreed and chose 
Hitler as Chancellor. 

 

Review Activities 
 

1 Who ran in the Presidential Election of 1932? 6 How did the Nazis do in the election of July 1932? 

2 How successful were the Nazis in the Presidential 
Election? 

7 How did the Nazis do in the election of November 1932? 

3 When did Brüning resign? 8 Why did von Papen’s chancellorship fail? 

4 Why did Brüning resign? 9 Why did von Schleicher’s chancellorship fail? 

5 Who replaced Brüning as Chancellor? 10 Who suggested Hitler as Chancellor to Hindenburg? 

 
  

HITLER’S PATH TO THE CHANCELLORSHIP 
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Treatment of the Disabled 
The Nazis believed that the Aryan German was strong and racially pure, so there was no place for those with either physical 
disabilities or mental disabilities. Initially legislation was used to remove the disabled from Germany. Later the disabled were 
euthanized in the T4 programme which was used to develop industrial killing methods. During the Holocaust around 270,000 
disabled people were killed.  

The Nuremberg Laws (September 1935) 
The Nuremberg Laws were laws passed by the Nazis that targeted Jews and placed restrictions upon their movements, rights and 
lives. They were passed on 15th September 1935. Two laws specifically targeted Jews: 
 
The Reich Law on Citizenship: this law stated that only those of German blood could be German citizens. Jews lost the rights of 
citizenship and the right to vote, becoming “subjects” not citizens 
 
The Reich Law for the Protection of German Blood and Honour: this law concerned issues of marriage and childbirth. Under this 
law, Jews were prohibited from marrying Germans, and were also prohibited from engaging in sexual relationships with them.  

Kristallnacht (1938) 
Kristallnacht was an attack by Nazis on Jewish homes, businesses and places of worship during November 1938. The Nazis used an 
attack on a German diplomat by a Jew in Paris to justify the retaliation.  Goebbels was particularly involved in Kristallnacht, through 
his orders to newspaper printers to publicise the events in Paris. When the German diplomat died, the attacks went national. Hitler 
ordered local Nazi forces to attack Jewish businesses wearing plain clothes and instructed the police to stand aside. 191 synagogues 
were destroyed and around 100 Jews were killed.  After Kristallnacht Jews were fined 1 billion Reichsmarks for instigating the 
violence and to pay for any damage. This was followed by the rounding up of Jews and internment in concentration camps.  

The Nazis and the Final Solution 
The Final Solution was the product of years of anti-Semitism fuelled and used by the Nazis to popularize themselves with the 
masses. The Nazis did not invent anti-Semitism, nor did it die when they were defeated in 1945. What the Nazis did, however was 
stoke up the anti-Semitic feelings towards Jews among ordinary Germans and enact plans to remove Jews from Europe. Initially 
violence against Jews was supported by the Nazis through the boycotts of Jewish shops and businesses which was enforced by the 
SA, but also through nights of violence such as Kristallnacht. The Nuremberg Laws added restrictions to Jews about who they could 
and could not marry. These were followed up with further restrictions about employment, rights and schools. All aspects of Jewish life 
were interfered with by the Nazis in some way. 
 
As the Nazis remained in power, the actions towards Jews developed from restrictions via legislation to action. Many Nazi 
leaders or Gauleiters wanted to remove Jews from their areas in order to make them as German as possible. To do this many 
Jews were deported from areas across Germany to an area in Poland called the General Government. It was here where many 
were forced to live in walled-off areas known as ghettos. The ghettos were overcrowded, and people lacked food and water, resulting 
in the death of many Jews. However, the use of ghettos was short-lived. The Nazis met in 1942 at the Wannsee Conference to 
determine a “Final Solution to the Jewish Question” in Germany.  The solution proposed was a network of concentration camps 
alongside the rail network which would house Jews and other undesirables to the Nazi state. In these camps prisoners would be 
worked to death through hard labour producing items for the war effort. The German company IG Farben made extensive use of this 
slave labour. Many others would be imprisoned to await their deaths through the gas chambers. Over 6 million Jews would be killed 
in the Holocaust at the hands of the Nazis. 

Review Activities 
 

1 What was Eugenics? 6 When were the Nuremberg Laws passed? 

2 What was the ideal Nazi? 7 What did the Nuremberg Laws do? 

3 How did the Nazis strengthen Anti-Semitic feelings in 
Germany? 

8 When was Kristallnacht? 

4 How did treatment of the Gypsies and Roma develop? 9 Before Death Camps how did the Nazis persecute Jews? 

5 Why were the disabled targeted in the T4 programme? 10 Where was it decided that Jews would be exterminated? 
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KEY REVISION QUESTIONS (note your ideas down for each question below) 

What were the views about women? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What did the Nazis do for women? 

How did the Nazis control the young? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How successful were the Nazi attempts to reduce unemployment? 
 
 
 
 
 
How did the Nazis control workers? 

How did the Nazis treat minorities? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
How did the Nazis persecute Jews? 
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Exam Practice: 

Knowledge Check 
 

1 What were mothers awarded after having 10 children? 6 What did Strength Through Joy do? 

  
  
 
 

 

2 Give three ways in which the Nazis reformed education 
to support their message 

7 Give three groups who were persecuted by the Nazis? 

1. 
 
2. 
 
3. 
 

1. 
 
2. 
 
3. 

3 How did the Nazis hide unemployment? 8 What was the name of the youth organisation for girls? 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  

4 What was the name of the youth organisation for boys? 9 What was the T4 programme? 

  
  
 
 

  

5 How should a woman present herself in society, 
according to the Nazis? 

10 What does the term Untermenschen mean? 

1. 
 
2. 
 
3 

 

 

Exam Question: 
Explain why the Nazi were able to claim a reduction in the levels of unemployment from 1933 onwards? You may wish to use the 
points below in your answer  
• Women  
• Jews 

 
[12 Marks] 
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Source C: 
German women in the Strength Through Joy 
programme enjoying one of the activities put on for 
them. 

 
Image credit: Bundesarchiv Bild 146-1974-121-28A, 

Nature: What type of source is it? 
  
  
  
  

Origin: Who created it, where did it come from, what date? 

Own Knowledge: What parts of my own knowledge 
does it match? 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Purpose: Why was this source created? 
  
  
  
  
  

 
 

Reasons the Source is Useful Reasons the Source is Not Useful 

Source B Source B 

Source C Source C 
  

 




